ACROSS

4 Kiki’s cat
6 She is indifferent to the Magic User’s Club
8 Who is under the bridge
9 The Castle In The Sky
11 His ship is the Soyokaze
13 Who creates the Mega Playboy
15 Miki and ? + Friends Forever
16 She needs 30,000 friends
17 Ultimate Maid Service Combat Android
18 Her parents are turned into pigs
19 Satsuki and mei have him living in nearby woods

DOWN

1 Best Student Councils Acadamy name
2 What robot does Noriko pilot
3 What was Gally’s original name
4 0080/0083/Wing/Zeta
5 Girls who drive tanks go to this academy
7 What plane does Shin Kazama fly
10 Ed and Al are Fullmetal
12 Giant Robo’s female agent
14 Nergal funds this battleship
15 One foot tall cyborg maid
16 The Animation Runner
Solution: